
 

The Wedding Trailer is a 5-10 minute short film that tells the story of 
your wedding day with our artistic style. It tells your story with care 
and perfection, while being coupled with our unique touch. It’s perfect 
for reliving memories in a short sitting and for sharing with others. 
Please note that suggestions for music are taken into consideration, but 
all music is licensed through the musicbed.com for the final film. 

We work with you and your photographer to build a timeline that is 
seamlessly woven into your special day. Our coverage typically 
begins with prep, followed by a first look, pictures, the ceremony, and 
then the reception (however, every wedding day is different). If your 
day requires more than the allotted 8 hours, additional time can be 
purchased for $75/hour. 
 

 

 

 

The Wedding Movie is a 30-90 minute film which includes the ceremony, cake-cutting, speeches, first dances, and tosses. This film includes 
multiple camera angles which are cut together with a documentary style set in chronological order. This film is best for reliving your day in its 
entirety during an extended sitting. 

Our foundation package offers all of the necessities for you to relive your wedding day memories for every anniversary and future generation. 
This package includes the items listed below, as well as a complimentary engagement session. Check out the add-ons section for a complete 
list of items which can help you build the perfect package. 

After the wedding day, your films will begin to be meticulously edited to ensure your story is told with perfection. After roughly three months, 
the Wedding Trailer will be sent via email as a Vimeo link. Upon approval, you will receive a link to a private page for downloading, viewing, 
and sharing your films. Your films will then be mailed by means of a flash drive (or other specified add-on) to your preferred address about one 
week after the Wedding Trailer is approved. 

A professional cinematographer will capture the special moments of your day to be uploaded immediately to Instagram under a unique 
hashtag of your choosing. This is great for guests unable to attend to view the day in next to real time. 

Over 100GB of footage is created to capture your wedding day. Most of this footage is trimmed and edited away to be used for your films. All 
unedited footage can be saved and delivered on a flash drive for you to watch and cherish. 

All Blu-rays (DVDs are offered upon request, but we highly suggest Blu-rays for their superior quality) are delivered in a custom engraved 
wooden box and mailed to your doorstep. The first box and disc are as priced above, while each additional disc can be purchased at $15 
(please note that additional boxes can be purchased as well). 

 

A convenient space at the reception will be used for a professionally lit interview booth for guests to share some special words. This add-on will 
be made into a separate film to be watched and enjoyed. 

Brendan will capture the primary footage while a secondary cinematographer sees the day from an alternative perspective. The second 
cinematographer’s purpose is to capture a wider array of candid moments, varying angles, and details. The second cinematographer is 
especially handy for just the ceremony or just the recepton. 


